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Visual Design Brief

This project should reflect the Treasury’s mission and its future legacy in guiding the 
living standards of all New Zealanders.

The Treasury’s connection to the outside should reflect:

• An openness encouraging working with external groups

• An ‘energetic hot house of ideas’ that will make a real and positive impact on New Zealanders

• Ngā Mokopuna a Tāne is the heart of the Treasury representing the past and future, our connection to New 
Zealanders and responsibilities under the Treaty of Waitangi

• A history of service

The Treasury’s connection to the inside should reflect:

• The collective energy of the Treasury staff engaging with each other to create great outcomes

• A recognition of diversity and inclusion and an ability to bring your whole self to work
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concept one – welcome for all
The reception is a space where people are welcomed, not waiting.

The reception desk should be welcoming and an obvious destination when the lifts open.  The space should feel 
inviting.  Visitors should feel immediately connected with the work of the Treasury.

The waiting area should be interactive with displays and stories and a small number of chairs.  It should tell stories of 
how the Treasury works with data to improve the lives of New Zealanders.  It should speak of the rich history of the 
Treasury, telling the story by displaying artefacts and sharing stories (written or audio/visual) of people who have 
worked here.

The adjacent lounge areas near the large meeting spaces will have high tables, benches and lounge seats, with self-
serve coffee/tea areas creating `non-office’ space.  This space will be made distinctive by the use of different floor 
and ceiling finishes. This is an inviting space for visitors to feel part of the Treasury.  Surrounding the lounge area are 
the formal meeting spaces and a large open meeting space.

The reception will emanate our connection to Ngā Mokopuna a Tāne and be the starting point for the journey to the 
wharenui.  The design of this procession space will elevate the experience for manuhiri and staff alike through well-
defined flooring, lighting, bespoke design and the display of taonga from the Treasury collection.  Te Hau Manaaki 
will complete this as a special space for hosting manuhiri.  The column in the wharenui will connect all floors to the 
wharenui. Te Hau Manaaki will complete this  passage as a special space for hosting guests. The column in the 
wharenui will connect all floors to the wharenui.

Māori designs, multi-cultural pattern, and natural materials will all be used in balance 
with the formal, targeted language.
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concept one – welcome for all

Placeholder concept: the connection between the wharenui and the reception will be well-defined through 
the ceiling, lighting and general design.
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concept one – welcome for all

Pathway from reception past the 
lounge space towards Ngā 
Mokopuna a Tāne 
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concept one – welcome for all

The reception showing the journey wall and 
an interactive display area.
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concept one – welcome for all
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concept one – welcome for all

Pathway from reception past the lounge space with the large meeting space beyond the 

lounge and casual meeting areas for drop-in discussions with small groups of visitors.
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Ngā Mokopuna a Tāne will be positioned as ‘the best room in the house.’ It is the heart 
of the Treasury and where we give manaaki to guests and our colleagues. The wharenui 
connects us to New Zealanders, our past and future, and to our responsibilities as an 
agent of the Crown under the Treaty of Waitangi.

The wharenui  is `our space’ reaching out to New Zealanders

We will reach out from the wharenui with a unique blend of natural materials, cultural patterns and rhythms clearly 
extending around to the reception, and to and from the other floors through the central column or pou in the wharenui.

The journey to the wharenui from reception will pass through social and business areas from the reception where we will 
see people engaged in business with the outside community.

We will take design elements from the journey to the wharenui and carry them into the open lecture space and individual 
meeting spaces.

The wharenui  is `our space’ connecting all staff

We will take the design from the wharenui pou and connect this physically through the same column on all floors of the 
Treasury space, and create a collaborative space in this position on all floors. Design themes used in the wharenui, such as 
tukutuku panel design, kowhaiwhai patterns, natural imagery and textures will be used to create a rich work space (in 
contrast to a bland office aesthetic).

concept two – wharenui as the heart
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concept two – wharenui as the heart

The space for Ngā Mokopuna 
a Tāne is given pride of place. 
We will work with the 
Treasury to provide space for 
a richly detailed wharenui 
space
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concept two – wharenui as the heart
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The atrium will be the centre of energy and energetic spaces on each floor.  It could 
have natural imagery connecting the four floors, making all floors part of a unified 
whole.

Natural colours and textures will feature across each floor, with flashes of colours used to create a subtle sense of 
difference between the floors.

The wharenui pou will extend through all floors, connecting them. We will map the traditional stories into the fabric 
of the fitout, with quotes and traditional patterns.

The social energy of the floor will focus on the stair connection through the atrium with a gradient from being most 
vibrant at this point to quiet and contemplative at the perimeter. The atrium will create a new social energy for the 
Treasury with a wonderful stair connection that enables a more connected organisation. People will feel enabled to 
meet with their colleagues, know more people, and have a better experience at work.

Meeting rooms, collaborative space and brainstorming areas will be positioned around the staff kitchen area away 
from the quiet work areas.  Collaborative spaces will flow from soft seating to stand up tables in this area.

Design ideas will be developed to give each of these central spaces a unique feel to provide diverse settings for the 
sharing of ideas.  Meeting and collaborative furniture will be carefully chosen to support the different working areas.

concept three – a connected whole
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concept three – a connected whole
The concept for the atrium is to connect the four floors of the Treasury through vertical elements and 
transparency to allow people to see others working.  These elements could be banners, lights, planted 
elements or graphics. 
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concept three – a connected whole



We will develop spaces for everyone’s personal working style.  Whether or not activity 
based working is adopted, the working space will be a balance between quiet 
contemplative spaces and sharing spaces.

The collaborative spaces will provide `we’ space not `I’ space.  They will be spaces that feel different from each other and 
won’t all look like meeting rooms.  Flooring, lighting, feature wall treatments and specialist furniture will identify these 
spaces. 

There will be large collaborative areas and whiteboard planning walls to showcase `thinking’ and IT screens in as many 
rooms as possible to facilitate connectedness. 

There will be specific areas for personal and shared storage to enable people to have tidy and self-disciplined work areas.

The focused perimeter work areas will be open and quiet to ensure that people are aware of these concentrated areas 
and are provided with nearby areas to go to for conversations.

concept four – our workplace
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concept four – our workplace

Wharenui influence 
to Treasury 
through central 
column and ceiling 
feature and Māori 
design elements
in collaboration 
area on each floor

Formal meeting rooms adjacent to lift area
influenced by data imagery

Informal diverse 
meeting spaces for 
Treasury staff to 
own with different 
materials and 
textures connected 
through the atrium 
and staff hub area

The concept for the work floors is to develop 3 distinct areas: the connecting pou extending above and 
below to all floors–the formal meeting spaces reflecting a professional `data’ type detailing–and the 
informal style meeting rooms arranged around the atrium that will celebrate the diversity of the Treasury.
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concept four – our workplace

Placeholder concept: the column in the wharenui will extend 
into the floors above and below it so that all floors are 
connected to Ngā Mokopuna a Tāne. 
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The lift lobby area with its faceted edge to provide floor 
signalling through colour



concept four – our workplace
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concept four – our workplace

Formal meeting rooms adjacent to lift area
influenced by data imagery.  Yellow stripes indicate an area where 
photographic or unifying pattern or colour can be applied
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concept four – our workplace
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concept four – our workplace

Informal diverse meeting spaces for 
Treasury staff to own with different 
materials and textures connected 
through the atrium and staff hub 
area. These rooms will have timber 
panels, textured or coloured carpet 
areas, hanging lights – our space.
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